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1. I~TTRODUCTIO~ 
In this paper all rings are commutative and have an identity, and all modu- 
les are finitely generated. If V” is an n-dimensional free module over such a 
ring and u a decomposable vector in /lfiV, the coefficients of u with respect 
to any standard basis will satisfy certain polynomial equations, called Pliicker 
conditions (see Section 2 for a definition). Generally vectors in flpVr8 satis- 
fying these conditions need not be decomposable, but for certain classes of 
rings they will be; we will refer to the rings with this property as Towbcr 
rings, since the question was first raised (and partially answered) by Jacob 
Towber (Ref. [9]). In this paper we give a homological characterization of 
the noetherian Towber rings, and some applications of that characterization. 
Section 2 contains the necessary definitions and background. A fair amount 
of this is familiar material for fields, but the generalization to commutative 
rings involves a somewhat different approach, and it seemed worthwhile to 
collect the required results here and prove them explicitly in this context. 
In Section 4 (Theorem 4.7) we show that a noetherian Towber ring has 
global dimension at mast 2; by a theorem of Auslander and Buchsbaum 
(Corollary 4.4 of [I]) it is then a finite direct sum of integral domains. The 
property in question is invariant under direct sums, so a noetherian ring 
satisfies the given condition if and only if it is a finite direct sum of integral 
domains with the same property, and the problem thereby reduces to the 
classification of noetherian Towber domains. Theorems 3.5, 4.7, and 6.4 
together say (almcst) that a noetherian integral domain has this property if and 
only if it has global dimension :< 2 and its projective modules have a particu- 
larly simple form, namely, each such module is the direct sum of a free module 
and an ideal. There is one gap in the classification: We have not been able to 
determine the structure of projective modules of rank 2 over Towbcr domams. 
* ‘I’he second author’s work KS supported by the National .Acronautics and Slpct: 
Administri~tion. 
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All the other projective modules behave as indicated however, and this is 
sufficient for the applications. 
We have three such applications. I;irst, any projective module of rank k 
over a noetherian Towber domain can be generated by k .I- 1 elements 
(Theorem 7.1). Second, the Towber property for noetherian rings is equiv- 
alent to a very special case of that property, namely, the condition that all 
Plucker vectors in /lzVJ be decomposable (Theorem 7.4). (In [9] Towber 
showed that the decomposability of Plucker vectors in il” -Irk for all n need 
not imply the general Towber property; thus decomposability in fin- rf~“~ 
is a somewhat different question, and must be treated separately. In this sense 
/12V4 is the simplest case of the general problem.) Finally. for noetherian 
unique factorization domains we get a complete characterization: Such a 
domain has the Towber property if and only if it has global dimension 2 
and its finitely generated projective modules are free (Theorem 7.5.) 
The main tools used are Serre’s theorem on the structure of projective 
modules (Theorem 1 of [7]) and Bass’s cancellation theorem (Theorem 9.3 of 
[2]). Indeed, the final sections of this paper arc essentially applications of 
these two fundamental results. 
We are indebted to Jacob Towbcr for a preliminary copy of his paper [9], 
as well as for his interest in and contributions to this problem. 
2. I'~ijc~mR \B~T~Rs 
Let R be a ring, I I’1 the free R-module with basis (e, ,..., e,,), and /I r” the 
exterior algebra on 1’“. For each p ?I let 
l,~“=((hl ,..., h,,)jl. /~,<//~<...<h,,:. nj, 
and if H = (h, ,..., II,) EI,” let 
Then ApcI” is the free R-module with basis [eH j I-I E I,,li), so dim(fl”C”“)= (‘$ 
and every u E /lj’Vn can be expressed uniquely in the form 
with I+ E R for all H; we take Eq. (1) as definition of the symbol u,, , for all 
u E ilpV?l and HE I,?!. (IiTe will suppress reference to the basis [pr ,..., e,,], 
since this remains fixed in most of our discussion.) 
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Let 1,~” = {(A, ,..., h,) 1 1 < hi :< n for all i}, and for any 0 E yb (the 
symmetric group on p letters) define (T : /,” ---f I,‘” by 
+, ,..., h,) = (471 ,.**, h”,). 
Now extend the definition of uH to all H E JDn by requiring it to be an alter- 
nating function of H; that is, if H = (h, ,..., h,) define uH to be 0 if h, == hj 
for some i +~j, and otherwise let 
where CJ is the unique element of .‘YD for which crH ~1~‘~. 
If 11 E z;:-, and 1 -g i .c: n then (H, i) t I,,‘“, so u(~,~) is defined by the above 
convention. 
DEFISITIOXS. Let u E Al)li?l and H E I;,tr . Then 
(1) U’H) = u(H.l)e, + ..’ -t- U(g,n)en 
(note that CH eH h ucH1 - pu); 
(2) P(U) is the R-submodule of I”” spanned by [U(~) / HE /::.,:; 
(3) ILL :E [@ E VT6 i u I\ 7) x 0); 
(4) u is a Plucker vector if u ,L 0 and 
P(u) c uL. 
so ZL(~*) E uL if and only if 
for all K = (hi ,..., k,+r) ~1i+r , Thus a nonzero p-vector u is a Plucker 
vector if and only if Eq. (2) holds for all HE I,“-r and all K E I,:,.,; this is 
the usual form of the Plucker conditions (see, for example, [lo], Chap. I, 
Section 7). 
We consider three special cases. 
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Case 1. p = II -- I. Then k’ 1 (I ,..., n) and we may renumber the basis 
vectors so that El = (I ,..., IZ - 2). Condition (2) then becomes 
UC1 ,.__. n-2.n)~(1,..., n-1) t UC1 ,..., n-lIUh ,..., n-2,n) =:-= 0, 
which is trivial, so all vectors in /I”+’ I”’ are Plucker vectors. 
Case II. ~2 =- 4 and p 1~ 2. ‘Taking H :~: (I) and K = (2, 3, 4) gives 
~~(12Pc.34) - %:Pw i Uc14Pw 0. (3) 
All other choices of II and K yield equations which are either equivalent to 
this one or are trivial: hence a vector 
in /l”l-” is a Plucker vector if and only if its coordinates satisfy Eq. (3). 
Case III. p 1~~ I. In this case 1:l-r contains just one element, the 0-tuple 
( ); call this O. Then (0, i) (i) so 
hence P(U) --.- Ru and the Plucker condition rcduccs to u A u = 0, which is 
always the cast. Thus all vectors in Aili?’ are Plucker vectors. 
Let il be an ?z >: m matrix over R, 
H = (A* ,..., h,,) E I,ll and K -: (k, ,...) k,J E I,v,f’. 
1Ye will USC =1,,, to denote the p x s submatrix obtained from .-1 by deleting 
all rows other than those indexed by the elements of H and all columns 
except those indexed by the elements of K. As usual, if NZ = n 1.41 denotes 
the determinant of A. Then / A,,, , is defined whenever HE IoTL and K E I,“!, 
and we can extend this definition to all HE J,,” and K E J,,“’ by requiring it 
to be an alternating function of both H and K. 
L(.t ,f : [ -)I --, [,‘I,’ he an R-module homol~~orphism, {ai ,.,., a,,) a basis for 
Ii)‘i, an 
an arbitrary element of /IJ’C~~~. For each i let 
and let A = (Q)~~?,, .
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PROPOSITION 2.1. For each H E I;TpI_, , 
P~ooj: The usual formula for induced maps on exterior products gives 
SO 
for all HE& and all j = I,..., m. Expanding each ! AL,~H,j) j by cofactors 
of the column indexed by j gives 
SO 
Of course 
so 
as desired. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If u is a Pliicker vector then so is f (u). 
Proof. For all L E& 
f(u) Af(zN) =f(u A zq = 0, 
so it follows from the proposition that f (u) A f (u)tc) = 0 also. 
481/15/r-2 
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In particular of course whenfis an isomorphism u will be a Pliicker vector 
if and only if f(u) is. Another immediate consequence of the proposition is 
COROLLARY 2.3. P(f(u))Cf(P(u)). 
Let {e, ,... , F~} be another basis for I’“, let ei = C,‘L, aijej for each i, and let 
A be the n x n matrix (aij). As before let zH = Cam, A ... A Cafe; then 
(F~ 1 K E rVfl} is also a basis for /l” V”, so any u E flp 1’” can be written as 
and we can then define 
for any HE I;-1 , just as before. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For all HE II.ml 
Proof. Let Wn be another n-dimensional free R-module, let (01~ ,..., a,) 
be a basis for Wn, and define f : Vn ---f W” by 
f(iFi) = OIL 
for all i. Then f (u) = f (C zZK&) = C CKaK, SO 
f (uy) = ; qJT,ipi = f @ Gf,dG) = f (@) 
for all HE I,“-l . But f (ei) = f (Cj aijci) = G aipj for each i, SO by Proposi- 
tion 2.1 
f(u)‘“’ -=: C ; AG,H I.f(u’“‘) 
-I&I 
hence f (QcH)) =f LL I &,H I u tG)]. This proves the corollary, since f is 
an isomorphism. 
Let P(u) be the R-submodule of V” generated by {zW / HE I;-,). The 
last corollary implies that P(U) C P(u); this holds for any two bases, so in fact 
P(U) = P(u) and we have shown 
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COROLLARY 2.5. P(u) is independent of the choice of basis for Vn. 
The definition of Pliicker vector is then also independent of basis. In 
Theorem 2.17 we will give (at least for integral domains) a coordinate-free 
description of Pliicker vectors which does not depend on P(u). 
Next let u = CHEl; uHeH as before, let 
Y =p + q - 1, andL = (II ,..., I,.) ~11~~1; we wish to compute (a A u,)(~). Let 
and if H E rDT let H’ denote the complement of H in {Z1 ,..., Z,], ordered so that 
H’ E I;-, . Finally let 8, be the sign of the permutation (H, H’) -+ (I1 ,..., I,). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 
(u A v)(L) = c SHUHV(H’) $ (- 1)D” c G,v,zW. 
Heivr KEi’,? 
Proof. Each 
COROLLARY 2.7. P(u A v) C P(u) + P(v). 
COROLLARY 2.8. If u and v are Pliicker vectors then u A v is a Pliicker 
vector. 
Proof. By the preceding corollary each 
(u A zQ(L) = 01 + j3 
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for some ar E P(u) and /5’ E P(V). Then u A a: .: 0 since u is a Pliicker vector, 
and similarly 7: A p = 0, so (U A V) A (U A 2~)‘“) 0. This holds for all 
L E 1;. 4-1 , so u A 2’ is a Phicker vector. 
C'OROTJARY 2.9. Lef zll ,..., CL!,, c I ‘li und u 2’1 A .‘. A l’,, net1 
P(u) C Ra, + ... ; Re,, . 
Proof. P(u) c P(q) 1 .” E’(z’,,) by Corollary 2.7, and we have ahead! 
observed that each P(,,) =: AC, 
A vector u E /lr’Ti’” for which there are vectors r1 ,..., U, E VI’ such that 
u 2~ z1 A .-. A CL!,, is called decomposable. We can now show: 
COROLLARY 2. IO. Ilecomposahle zectovs are Pliicker wctors. 
Proof. If U tY1 A . A 2’i, , then certainly x Ra, C u-?, so P(u) C ul bl 
the previous corollary. 
\Vc arc concerned with the converse of this corollary: \Vhich Pliickcr 
vectors are decomposable, and in particular for which rings are all Pliicker 
vectors decomposable? As mentioned in the introduction, we will call rings 
with this property Towber rings. The classical result is that fields are Towber 
rings; for us this will be a consequence of the nest proposition. 
Again let 21 7 &tl,,,z aHeH , and let K : (k, ,..., /z,J E IFn. For each 
i = I ,..., p let Xi : (/+ ,..., /;, ,..., /z,,) t I,‘ml; then of course 
PROPOSITIOS 2.1 I. If u is a Pliicker aectov in Al’Ci~l, then 
.for all K E I;. 
LL(4’) * . A JKI) ~_ (Q--1 u 
Pyoof. First suppose p .= 1 and K mm; (k,). Then K1 = ( ) so ~(~1) = u 
as desired. Kow we can do an induction on p, and assume the proposition 
has been proved for p ~ 1 and all values of n. To simplify notation we 
renumber the basis vectors so that K =-: (I ,..., p); this clearly involves no loss 
of generality. Let IV be the R-submodule of V” spanned by e2 ,..., e,; then 
and the map 
w + e, A w : Ap-lW+ e, A (Ap-llV) 
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is an isomorphism. Hence there are unique vectors 01 E A~-rW and /3 E /lPw 
such that 
u = e, A a! -- p. 
Clearly Q (the coefficient of eH in the usual expression for B) is equal to 
~(r,~) for all relevant H, and 
for all relevant L. Since u is a Plucker vector we then have 
0 _ u A u’l,L) = (e, A a + p) A a(L) 
1 el A (a A dL)) + /3 A dL’ E el A (‘4”W) @ L!tp+1w, 
and the map 
is also an isomorphism, so 01 A O( fL) 1 0 for all L, and a: is a Plucker vector 
in A J’-r W. 
Let Kri = (2 ,..., z” ,..., p) for each i = 2 ,..., p. Then ,(Klb) = ~(l*~li) = u(K~), 
and the induction hypothesis, applied to (Y and Kr , yields 
u(K,,’ A . A $6’ = a(.%’ A . . . A $h’ ~_ (a4)~-2 o1 _ (q-2 c),. 
XOW 
the component of this expression in e, A (API&‘) is 
e, A [a A (ZPJ - U(K,.l)el) + (- lhKI.l$% 
and the term in brackets is in A”W, so this term must be zero. Hence 
OL A UcK1’ ~ *(K,,lP A el = (- 1y--1 U~K,,J)(U ~- e, A cd) 
= (- l)“-l u(KI,l)u - u(KI,l)a: A el 
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and so LY A ~(~1) = (- l)“ml ~(~,,~)a = uKu. This, plus the relation derived 
from the induction hypothesis above, gives 
(uK)p--l u _ (&J-2 oL A uw _ $p,J * . . . A pJ * JKd, 
as desired. 
COROLLtlRY 2.12. If u = c uHeH is a Pkic’zer vector and any o?le of the 
uH’s is a unit then u is decomposable. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Fields are Towber rings. 
The next proposition is also classical; the proof is elementary and will 
be omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let F be a field and u a non.zeYo vector in AliFT1. Then 
dim u’ << p and u is decomposable if and only if dim u’ = p. 
Let S be a multiplicative system in R containing 1 but not 0. For any 
R-module M, M, will denote the usual module of fractions and iM, or simply 
i, the canonical map M-t AI, (see [3], Chap. 2, Section 2, no 2, for details). 
AM is the exterior algebra on M (see [4], Chap. V, Section 7) and A(:Ms) 
the exterior algebra on MS , considered as an R,-module. We will always 
consider MC AM and M, C A(A2,); then i sends M into the R,-algebra 
(and hence R-algebra) A(Iigs), and certainly i(m) A i(m) = 0 for all m, so i 
extends to an R-algebra homomorphism A i : AM + (l(MS). Since A(M,) 
is an R,-module A i then induces a map 
which is easily seen to be a homomorphism of graded Rs-algebras. If we 
consider MS to be contained in (AM), in the obvious way, the inclusion map 
induces a map A(MS) + (AM), that is inverse to (A & , so (A i)S is actually 
an isomorphism. We will use this map to identify (AM), with /l(~Tf~), and 
will write this algebra simply as A,+Is . 
Let EC E ApM and define z& just as before: 
this is of course an R-submodule of AI. Let N : z& ---f M be the inclusion map 
and 01~ : (u’)~ ---f MS the induced map; then the diagram 
O-&AM 
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is commutative and the bottom row is exact, since localization preserves 
exactness. M’e will also identify (u~)~ with its image under ccs; this image is 
clearly R,i(&). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. i(u)" = &i(d). 
Proqf. Every element of R&U’) has the form i(m)/i(s) for some m E Us’ 
and s E S; since i is an R-algebra homomorphism, m E z& implies i(m) E i(u)‘, 
and hence i(m)/i(s) E Z(U)‘, also. Conversely, suppose i(m)/i(s) E i(u)‘, where 
nz E M and 5 E S. Then certainly i(m) E i(u)‘, so i(m A u) = i(m) A i(u) = 0. 
Hence there is a t E S such that t(m A U) = 0; for this t we have tm E uL and 
therefore 
i(m) i(tm) -= 
i(s) 
~ E R$(u”). 
i(ts) 
For the rest of this section let R be an integral domain, K its field of quo- 
tients, and S = R - (0); then of course R, = K. In this situation we will 
denote MS by MK, and (A i) (u) by uK for any u E AM. 
If P is a projective R-module then AP is also projective (Ref. [3], Chap. 2, 
Section 5, no 3) and hence, in particular, flat. The map A i : AP + A?‘, 
agrees with I,, @ iR (iR is the canonical map R + K) under the canonical 
identification of AP, with (AR) @ K, and of course iR is a monomorphism in 
this situation, so A i is a monomorphism also. We will identify LIP with its 
image under this map, and so consider AP to be contained in AP,. In 
particular, then, we consider P (= Alp) to be contained in PK. If W is an 
R-submodule of P, KW will denote the K-subspace of PK that it generates. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. (1) KW g W, as K-spaces, 
(2) For any u E APP 
(u,#- = Kul. 
(3) If P is free and u E APP then P(uK) = KP(u), and u is a Pliicker vector 
in APP if and only if uK is a Pliicker vector in ApP, . 
Proof. (1) Let (Y : W + P be the inclusion map. Then 
a: @ 1, : W, = W @ K + P @ K = PK is a K-linear transformation whose 
image is clearly KW and whose kernel is (0), since K is R-flat. 
(2) This is a special case of Proposition 2.15. 
(3) Let P be the free R-module with basis (e, ,..., e,}. Then {(e& ,..., (e&-} 
is a basis for the K-space PK , and the map AP + AP, can be described as 
follows. For each H = (h, ,..., h,) EI,“(~,), = (ehl)K A ... A (eh )K, and if 
u = CH uHeH E APP then uK = Cw ux(eH)K . It then follows from ;he classical 
form of the Plucker conditions [that is, from Eq. (2)] that u is a Plucker vector 
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in /lj’P if and only if uK is a Plucker vector in fl”P,. Of course it also follows 
from the above description that 
(uK)(G) = i u(G,ij(e,)K = (zL(~))~ 
z-1 
for all G E Ii-r . By definition P(uK) is the I(-subspace of PK generated by 
the vectors (u,)‘~), while KP(u) is the subspace generated by the (oh’s; 
hence these space are the same. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let R be an intgral domain with field of quotients K, P a 
Jinitely generated projecti7;e R-module, and u a nonzero vector in APP. Then 
(1) rank u’ ip; 
(2) rank z& = p if and only if uK is decomposable; 
(3) if P is free then rank uL = p if and only if u is a Pliiclzer rector. 
Proof. Since (ui)K = Ku1 = (uK)‘, the rank of Us is the dimension of 
(uK)l. This, together with Proposition 2.14, proves (1) and (2). When P 
is free u is a Plucker vector if and only if ug is, so the last statement is 
also a consequence of Proposition 2.14 and the fact that fields are Towber 
rings. 
Therefore it is reasonable to define Plucker vectors for arbitrary projective 
modules in the following way. 
DEFINITION. Let R be an integral domain and P a finitely generated 
projective R-module. A nonzero vector u E ApP will be called a Plucker 
vector if rank ul = p. 
By Theorem 2.17 rank u’ < p in any case, and u is a Plucker vector if 
and only if uK is decomposable. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF Us 
We will use D(R) to denote the global dimension of the ring R, and d,(A), 
or simply d(A), for the homological dimension of the R-module A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
dR(uI) < max(D(R) - 2,0) 
for all u E ApVn. 
Proof. Let A u : V”+ Ap-tlVvl be the map given by 0 --t v A u, and let 
Q be its cokernel. By definition Us is the kernel of this map, so the sequence 
O+ZL, V~~~A~+lV”-tQ+O 
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is exact. Of course I/” and Ap+lVn are both free, so it follows that 
d(d) == max[d(Q) - 2,0] s< max[D(R) - 2,0]. 
The preceding result is the best possible, in the following sense. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a noetherian ring with D(R) 3 2. If D(R) 
is jinite there exists a Pliicker vector u .fov which dR(ul) = D(R) -- 2. If 
D(R) = co then either there is a Pliicker vector u with dR(u’) = mz or else 
{dR(ul) j u a Pliicker vector} is unbounded. 
Proof. First suppose that R is a local ring, let M be its maximal ideal, 
{ wzl ,..., m,) a set of generators for AZ, and K = R/M. Let {e, ,..., e,} be a 
basis for I’ll, and e. = e, A I ... 6; ... A e, for each i; then (ei ,..., eJ is a basis 
for An~‘Vn. Finally, let 
u = m,ei + ... + m,eA E An-l VpL. 
Then Im( A U) = i&WzV’” and A”Yn is free on one generator, so cokernel 
(A U) g R/M = K and cl,[cokernel (A u)] == d,(K) = D(R). It then follows 
as in the previous proof that d(ui) = D(R) - 2. 
In the general case, let x be a maximal ideal in R and let 
iR: R+R, and i,:AV12+AVzn 
be the canonical maps. (That is, iv = I,,, @ iR; note that this agrees with 
the induced map A i defined in Section 2.) Choose rl ,..., r, E R so their 
images generate the maximal ideal in R, , and let 
u = r,e; + ... + ryze, E AnplVn, 
where the e,‘s are as before; then dR,(iy(u)I) = D(R,) - 2 by the first 
part of the proof. By Proposition 2.15 (and the remarks preceding 
that proposition) (u~)~ E iv(u)’ as R,-modules, so it follows that 
dR,[(ul)T] = D(R,) - 2 also, and hence that dR(ul) > D(R,) -- 2. If 
D(R) is finite we can choose x so that D(R,) = D(R), and then this inequality, 
together with Proposition 3.1, gives dR(z&) = D(R) - 2. If D(R) = co and 
there is an x for which D(R,) = co, the procedure yields a u E An-lVn with 
dR(uL) = co. Otherwise the dimensions of the R,‘s are unbounded, and we 
can construct in this way a collection of vectors {u,},,~ for which {dR(um~)>nCr 
is unbounded. Every vector we have used is in An-lV” for some n, so these 
are all Plucker vectors. 
PROPOSITION 3.3, (Towber). Let R be an integral domain and u a Pliicker 
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vector in AgrT1. If I.& is free then u is decomposable; in fact for any 
basis {vl ,..., vn> of ul theve is an r E R such that u 7 rvl A .. A c,, 
This is Proposition I .3 of [9]; we will not repeat the proof here. 
Let R be an integral domain, Kits field of quotients, and x a maximal ideal 
in R, and let 
be the canonical maps. These are both monomorphisms (of course K is also 
the field of quotients of R, , so the discussion in Section 2 applies to i, as well 
as i,); we will identify A I’” and A VZn with their images under these maps and 
so consider them both to be contained in AV,$l. For any u E ApVKn we will 
use uR1, ui , and uK’- to denote the annihilators of u in V”, VZVL, and VKn, 
respectively: If u is actually in ApVn then u& = iT( and uK’ = iKip(u)L, 
so uJ- = R u 1 and 
holdi’for alf uR, AnI/ 
IA K L = Ku,-‘- = Ku; bv Proposition 2.15. This then 
K71, since we can alwaGs find a nonzero k E K such that 
Ku E IIpVn, and multiplication by such a h does not alter u’. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be an integral domain and u E ApVn a Pliicker vector. 
If uL g F @I, where F is free and I a projective ideal, then u is decomposable. 
Proof. If I = 0 then u’ is free and the preceding proposition applies, so 
we may suppose that I f 0; then rank F = rank u.~ - 1 = p - 1 by Theo- 
rem 2.17. Let 4 : F @13 u1 be the given isomorphism, let (vi ,..., v& 
be a basis for $(F), and for every nonzero a ~1 let fa = $(a)/a E I’,‘[. Then 
for any nonzero a and b in I 
baf, = b+(a) = +(ab) = aC(b) = abf, , 
and of course ab # 0 sofa = fb . Call this vector f; then $(a) = af for all 
a E I, so $(I) = If and 
It follows that 
this is free with basis {vr ,..., vg-r , f}, so Proposition 3.3 applies again and 
u = y . VI A ..* A vy--l A f = VI A ... A vg-l A (rf) 
for some y E K. It will now be sufficient to show that rf E V”, and for this it 
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will suffice to show that rf E Vzn for every maximal ideal x, since 
Vv” =: fix VT’,“. For each such x 
4 = jQRJ- z: R,v, @ ... @ R,u,-, @ IR, f, x 
and IR, is R,-projective since I is R-projective. Of course R, is a quasi-local 
ring, so IR, is actually free, and hence principal; say IR, = oiR, . Then 
uis is the free R,-module with basis (vi ,..., uuB-i , ef); from this it follows 
first that af E b-,'", and second, by Proposition 3.3, that 
U=,B~V,h ... A vD-l A (af) 
for some /3 E R, . Since u # 0 this in turn implies that ,%x = y, and hence 
that yf = /3(af), which is certainly in Vz’n. 
DEFINITIOX. (1) A PAT-ring (projectively almost trivial) is a ring 
for which every finitely generated projective module is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of a free module and an ideal. 
(2) A ring with connected prime spectrum (e.g., an integral domain) is 
said to have property PAT, if every finitely generated projective module of 
rank n has the above form. 
Of course the PAT, property is trivial since a projective module of rank 1 
is always isomorphic to an ideal, so to show that an integral domain is a 
PAT-ring it is sufficient to establish property PAT, for n 3 2. 
THEOREM 3.5. A noetherian PAT-&p of global dimension < 2 is an 
integral domain with the Towber property. 
Proof. Let u E ApVn; then Us is projective by Proposition 3.1 and finitely 
generated because R is noetherian, so u1 z F 3 I; by the previous theorem it 
will be sufficient to show that R is an integral domain. By a theorem of 
Auslander and Buchsbaum ([I], Corollary 4.4) R is at any rate a finite direct 
sum of integral domains; say 
R=R,@...@R,, 
with each Ri an integral domain. Let 
1 = e, + ‘** + ek 
be the corresponding decomposition of the identity. R, is certainly R-pro- 
jective (since it is a direct summand of R) and finitely generated; hence so 
also is R, @ R, . By hypothesis we then have R, @ R, e F @I, where F 
is a free module and I an ideal in R. If K > 1 then e,(R, 0 R,) = 0, so 
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e,F = 0 and hence F = 0, since a free module is certainly faithful. Similarly 
e,I = 0 for all 01 > 1, so I is actually an ideal in R, . Hut since 
F z 0, I= R, 0 R, , which has RI-rank 2, and hence cannot be an ideal. 
Thus k must be 1 and R is an integral domain. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.5 is only a slight modification of the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 of [9]. In particular Proposition 2. I5 occurs explicitly as Lemma 
2.1 of that paper, and Proposition 3. I is implicit in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
4. GLOBAJ, DIMENSION OF ‘FOWBER KJXCX 
Let P be a projective R-module, andchoosc Q so that I’ @Q = V” for 
some 77. Let 
be the usual inclusion and projection maps; these induce maps 
and vj = 1, implies (A n) (A j) =- l,,p, so A j is a monomorphism. We will 
identify /lP with its image under A j, and so consider LlP to be contained in 
/lVU. As in the case of Yll, a vector u E /lpp will be called decomposable (or 
decomposable in fl”E’) if there are z’r ,..., v, t P such that u := zr A ... A cI, . 
hOPOSITIoN 4. I. Let P 0 Q =: VT1 and u E A’xP. Then u is decomposable 
in A”P if and only if u is decomposable in AkVpl. 
Proof. Suppose u is decomposable in flkVn, say u : z1 A 1.’ A v,~, and 
for each i let ui =: pi + qL with p, E P and qi t Q. Then 
for certain ~,‘s in /l’;+rV7’. Since fl”V ” = fl”P @ [(A”‘-lb-) A Q] (Ref. [4], 
Chap. V, Theorem 22) it follows that u = p, A ... A P,~ , and hence that u 
is decomposable in ALP. Of course the opposite implication is clear. 
DEFINITION. A ring has property T,,” if every Plucker vector in AnVIL is 
decomposable. 
Thus a Towber ring is a ring with property TD1” for all relevant n and p, 
and an OP ring (as defined in [5]) is a ring with property T,“_, for all n. 
As before let {e, ,..., e,} be a basis for V71. We will identify Vn-l with the 
submodule of V” generated by {er ,..., en-r]; then of course V” = f17+r @ Re, . 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. A vector u E A”V”-l is a Pliicker vector in fIl’J/npL if 
and only if it is a Pliicker vector in AoV”. 
I’YOOf. Let K E Z;;-I . If K $Zy,:i then ucK,!) = 0 for all i, so ~(~1 7 0 
and the condition u A ~(~1 = 0 is satisfied trivially; hence u is a Plucker vector 
in A”V” if and onlv if u A U(K) = 0 for all K E ZI::: . For these K’s we have _I 
u(,.,,) ~- 0 so xy U(K,i)ei = ~~~’ U(K,i)ej, and ~(~1 does not depend on 
whether we consider u to be in /l”VT1 or A I li /+l. This proves the proposition, 
since by definition u is a Plucker vector in il”V?‘+l if and only if u A ~(~1 --= 0 
for all K E Z1y:$ .
PROPOSITION 4.3. Property T,” implies property Tz-’ for all n > p. 
Proof. Suppose R has property T,” and u is a Plucker vector in A”V+‘. 
Then u is also a Plucker vector in A”J’ll, hence decomposable in ApV”, and 
so decomposable in AflV”+l by Proposition 4.1. 
I/et K be a quasi-local ring (i.e., a commutative but not necssarily noethcr- 
ian ring with precisely one maximal ideal), AZ its maximal ideal, and v the 
usual order function; that is, V(Y) = n if r E Mn but $ AcZ?~+~, and V(T) -= x) if 
Y t’ J/I” for all n. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. A quasi-local ying with property Tz4 has no zero divisors 
?f order I. 
Proof. Let R be such a ring and let Y, s E R satisfy YS = 0 and V(Y) = 1; 
we must show that s is then zero. Let 
u=re,he,$-se,he,EA’Vj. 
By Eq. (3) of Section 2 the Plucker conditions for u reduce to YS = 0, so u 
is a Plucker vector and therefore decomposable; say 
Then 
(9 Y = a,b, - b,a, , (iv) 0 = a,b, - b,a, , 
(ii) 0 = a,b, - b,a, , (v) 0 = a&, - b,a, , 
(iii) 0 = 4, - ha4 , (4 s = a,b, - b,a, . 
Since V(T) = 1 it follows from (i) that a, , a2 , b, , and b, cannot all be in M. 
We are clearly free to suppose that a, 6 M, since the permutations (a b) 
and (1 2) leave the above equations unchanged, except perhaps for a minus 
sign. Then a, is a unit, and after subtracting a suitable multiple of C uiei 
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from x b,ei (which does not affect the value of (x uiei)) A (C b,ei) weirnay 
further suppose that b, = 0. It then follows from (ii) and (iii) that b:, and-b, are 
both zero, so by (vi) s L: 0 also. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let S be a multiplicative system in R containing 1 but 
not 0. If R has property T,,” then so also does R, . 
Proof. Let iR : R - R, and i, : A”V” + A”V,<i be the canonical maps 
and let ‘I be a Plucker vector in A’]( Vs71). We can write ‘zi == iv(u)/iR(s), where 
u E Ar’( I;“) and s E S, and then of course iv(u) is a Plucker vector also, and it 
will be sufficient to show that iy(u) is decomposable. Let u -: & uHeH; 
then iy(u) = C ifi iy(eH), and by Eq. (2) of Section 2 the Plucker condi- 
tions for iv(u) amount to 
or 
for all HE I;-1 and K E&, . Hence for each such H and K there is an 
s,., E S such that 
Lets, = IIs,,, , the product being taken over all H E I,“-r and K E I;.+r . Then 
for all such H and K, so sOu is a Plucker vector in AJ’V” and hence decom- 
posable. It then follows that Z,(s,) iv(u) = i,(s,u) is decomposable in APl/s”, 
and of course iR(s,,) is a unit, so iv(u) is decomposable too. 
Let R be a local ring, M its maximal ideal, and K = R/M. The dimension 
of M/h42 as a K-space we will refer to as the v-dimension of R; recall that this 
is also the number of elements in any minimal generating set for M as an 
R-module. 
By a proper prime chain of length n in R we mean a decreasing sequence of 
prime ideals 
P,3P,3 “.3Pn 
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of length n, in which all the inclusions are proper. The Krull dimension of R 
is defined to be the supremum of those values of n for which such chains 
exist; this may of course be infinite. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. A local ring with property T23 has v-dimension :.z 2. 
Proof. (This is essentially the proof of Theorem 2.4 of [9]; we include 
it here for completeness, and because Towber does not state his result in 
quite this way.) Suppose R has v-dimension > 2, let m, , m2 , and m3 be 
elements of M whose images in M/M2 are linearly independent over K, and 
let 
u = m,e, h e3 - m2e1 A eR + m3e1 A ep E f12V3. 
Since all vectors in A2V3 are Plucker vectors and R has property T23 u is 
decomposable; say 
Then 0 = (C .) a,e, A u = (alml + a2m2 + a3m3) e, A e2 A e3 , so 
and similarly 
alml f a2m2 + a3m3 = 0, 
b,m, + b,m, + b,m, = 0. 
The linear independence of the mi’s then implies that the ai’s and hi’s are all 
in M. Equating coefficients of e, A e, in the preceding expression for u gives 
m, = a,b, - b,a, , so it follows from this that ml E M2, which is not the case. 
Thus there cannot be three linearly independent elements in M/M2, so the 
a-dimension of R must be < 2. 
THEOREM 4.7. A noetherian ring with property T24 has global dimension 
< 2. 
Proof. Let R be such a ring. For every maximal ideal x of R the ring 
Rz has property T24 by Proposition 4.5, and gl. dim R = sup.Jgl. dim R,), 
so it will be sufficient to prove the theorem under the additional assumption 
that R is a local ring; from now on we will take this to be the case. 
According to Proposition 4.3 R also has Property T23, so the v-dimension of 
R is < 2 by Proposition 4.6. Recall that the v-dimension bounds the Krull 
dimension, and that if these are equal their common value is the global 
dimension; hence it will be sufficient to show that the Krull dimension and 
v-dimension are the same. If the Krull dimension is 2 then of course so also 
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is the c-dimension, so we have only to consider the cases of Krull dimension 
Oor 1. 
Let A1 be the maximal ideal of R. If the Krull dimension is 0 111 is the only 
prime ideal in R, so (0) is M-primary, and M is nilpotent. If ;lf ;- (0) then R 
has elements of order 1, which must all be zero divisors since M is nilpotent; 
this of course would contradict Proposition 4.4, so elf must be (0). Then R 
is a field and gl. dim R ~1 0. 
\fTT:e are now left with the case of Krull dimension 1. In this cast the 
v-dimension has to be I or 2, and WC riced only establish that it cannot be 2, 
so suppose R is a local ring with Krull dimension 1, u-dimension 2, and pro- 
perty T,$ we will show that this leads to a contradiction. Let {s,yj be a 
minimal generating set for M. Then the images of x and y in J/l/M2 are 
linearly independent over li/lW, and in particular x and y are not in ‘W, so 
they both have order 1. 
Let # i ,...,I,< be the associated prime ideals of (0). Any prime ideal I/ 
must contain some pi , and of course is contained in il{; since the Krull 
dimension is 1 it must then be either 119 or Pi , so M, fii ,...,J’,, are all the 
prime ideals of R. 
The set of zerodivisors in R is/, u 1.’ U& (Ref. [I 11, Chap. I\‘, Section 6), 
and by Proposition 4.4 y is not a zerodivisor, so y 6 ji for any i. Hence M 
is the only prime ideal containing y, so (y) must be M-primary, and Mt C ( y) 
for some t. In particular, of course, xt E (y). But x itself is not in (y) since 
{x, y) is a minimal generating set for M, so there is an n > 2 for which 
X” t (y) but Y+* C# (y). For this value of n let X” = ry and let 
u = xe, A e, + ye, A e3 + rez A e4 + x71-1e3 A e4 E A2V4. 
Then ui2us4 - u1auZ4 + ur4ua3 = x . xnpl - yr = 0, so u is a Phicker vector, 
and hence decomposable by property Tz4; let 
Then 
x = a,b, - b,a, 0) 
and (c aiei) A u = 0. Equating to 0 the coefficients of e, A e2 A ea and 
e, A es A e4 in this last expression gives 
and 
agx - a,y = 0 
alxn-l + a,y = 0, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
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and of course equations similar to these hold for the hi’s as well. Since the 
images of x and y in M/M2 are linearly independent over R/M Eq. (ii) implies 
that ~(a,) 3 1, and similarly of course V&J 3 1. Then it follows from (i) 
that a, and b, cannot both have order 3 I (since x $ M2) so one of them 
must be a unit; we are clearly free to suppose that this is a, . Then by (iii) 
xn-r E (y), contrary to our definition of n. 
5. DIRECT SUMS 
Let R, ,..., R, be rings and 
R=R,@...@R,, 
with coordinatewise addition and multiplication. Let VT1 be as before the 
free R-module with basis {e, ,..., e,], and for eachj = I,..., k let Vjn be the 
free Rj-module with the same basis. Then 
V” = VP @ ..’ 8 V,;‘” 
(as R-modules) and 
AV” =7 llvl’l” 0 ‘.. @ llv,.n. 
LEMMA. If v E Vi” and w E Vjn for any j ;C i then v A zu == 0 as an element 
of A2Vn. 
Proof. Let v = 2 a-e, and w = C b,eu , with a,, E Ri and b, E Rj for all 
OL and /3. Then 
since a& = 0 for all (y. and p. 
PROPOSITION 5. I. Let z’~ ,..., vu, E Vp2, andfor each i let vi = vi1 + ... $ viE 
with vii E Vjn for all j. Then 
V1 A ..’ A Vu, = (VI1 A “’ A Upl) + “’ + (Vii; A .‘. A Z& 
Proof. 
= Vll A .” A VP1 + .” +- Vlh A ‘.. A Vnk , 
since by the lemma vIil A *.. A vDjp = 0 whenever j, # j, for some cx and /3. 
481/15/I-3 
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(1:OROLLARY 5.2. Let u -2 u1 +- ... + u,: , with each ui t A”V ‘I 1 . Then u 
is decomposable in Ai’T ltl if and only if ez*epy u, is decomposable in the COWC- 
spending ~11~ I/‘,‘>“. 
SO LL(lfJ (l,Jufl / ... : (U/p for all II C I;:-, . 
PROPOSITION 5.3. I.et II, u, be as above. Then u is a Pliicker vector ij and 
only ij. all the u/‘s are Pliiclzer rectors. 
Proof. For each Ii E I,!-, 
IL * U(H) :I (q -(. ..’ I- If,,) * [(2,$)(H) -;- “. .( (up’] 
= Zll A (Up) 1 .‘. + u,,- A (ILL-p, 
so 21 A ll(f’) 0 if and only if u, A (U,)iH’ -= 0 for all i. 
The last two results together give 
Trrmmn~ 5.4. R has property ‘l’,,” if and only if ezevy R, has property T,,n. 
'~HEOREi\I 5.5. ~1 noethevian uiq is a Towber ring if and only if it is a 
jinite direct sum of Towber domains. 
Pw+. A finite direct sum of Towber domains is a Towbcr ring by the 
preceding thcorcm. Conversely a noetherian Towber ring has global dimen- 
sion 2 by Theorem 4.7, and so is a finite direct sum of integral domains by 
the theorem of Auslandcr and Buchsbaum mentioned earlier. Of course, the 
summands then have the Towber property, again by the above theorem. 
Thus the classification problem for noetherian Towber rings reduces to 
the classification of noethcrian Towber domains. This is accomplished 
(essentially) by Theorems 3.5, 4.7, and 6.4. 
6. PROTECTIVE R.IODULES OVER 'JYo\~~~ER DOMAINS 
Let R bc a ring, JZ an R-module, and zI ,..., 71,; E ;I!i’. Define a homo- 
morphism 
(i : I-” f iv 
by a(e,) = vi for all i. 
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DEFIKITION. cl ,..., u,; are relatively prime in ,I1 if 0 has a left inverse, 
i.e., if there is a T : M + I/“’ such that 7~ : 1. 
:Votes. (1) When K = I we will follow Bass [2] and call a vector zli with 
this property unimodular. This agrees with the definition of unimodular 
given in [5] for vectors in a free module. 
(4 2'1 ,..., ZJ~: arc relatively prime in -11 if and only if C Rv, is free with 
- basis {zi ,..., c,,) and is a direct summand of AI. 
Pux$. Both statements hold if and only if the sequence 
O+ lY’.:,;II+cokcro+O 
is split exact. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R be a noetherian ring, I’ a jinitely generated po- 
jertize R-module, z-l ,..., v,,. E I’, and u = v1 A ... A v,, E A”‘P. Then cl ,.. s,< 
are relatively prime in P if and o&y {f u is unimodulav in A’, P. 
rro1j.. Let u : V;‘b + P he as above. If u has a left inverse T then 
A~, 7 : A”P + Al;V” is a left inverse for A~ o, and of course 
(A” n) (ei A .” A e,) = U, so II is unimodular in fl”‘R; this proves the implica- 
tion in one direction. 
I;or the converse suppose u is unimodular and let C r,z’i ~~- 0. Then for 
cach i 
which implies that ri : 0, since u is unimodular; hence the C,‘S are linearly 
independent in P. Then C Rvi is free with basis {q ,..., v,J, and it remains 
only to show that this is a direct summand of P, or, equivalently, that co- 
kernel u is projective. 
If R is a local ring then P is free and {q ,..., c/,] can be extended to a basis 
(see, for example, [6], Section 9.3, Theorem 12), so x Rv, is indeed a direct 
summand of P. In the general case let s be a maximal ideal in R and 
the induced map, and let (T& and u, denote the images of vi and u, respcc- 
tively, in P, and AL’P, . Then u, is certainly unimodular in ALP,. , and 
11,. = (Z& A ..’ A (z',.), , so the (v,),‘s are relatively prime in P, 
by the case just considered, and coker (u3.) is R,-projective. Of course 
coker (crz) g (coker u)~ since localization is exact, so (coker a), is R,X-pro- 
jective for all X. Then coker Q is R-projective. 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. Let R be an integral domain and P a finitely generated 
projective R-module. 
(1) If rank P = r every u t A’ mlP is a Pliicker vector. 
(2) If P 0 Q q V” and u E A”‘P, then u is a Pliicker vector in A”P if 
and only if it is a Pliicker vector in A” V”. 
Proof. 1,et K be the field of quotients of R. By Theorem 2.17 a nonzero 
u t A”!’ is a Pliicker vector if and only if uK is decomposable in AP,; by 
Proposition 4.1 this is equivalent to being decomposable in AVKV, which in 
turn holds if and only if zl is a Pliickcr vector in AL V”. This proves (2), and 
for (I) wc riced only observe that PK is a K-space of dimension Y, so that every 
vector in A ‘P, is a Phicker vector and hence decomposable. 
C’OROLLAKY 6.3. In a finitely generated projective module over a Tozober 
domain every Pliicker vector is decomposable. 
Proof. Let I’ be such a module and u a Pliickcr vector in A’(P, and choose 
Q so that P 0 Q : C’” for some n. By part (2) of the preceding proposition u 
is then a Pliicker vector in A j ! ’ ‘?I hence decomposable in A”‘V” since R is a , 
Towber ring, and then decomposable also in A”P, by Proposition 4. I. 
'hEOREM 6.4. Let R be a wetherian integral domain zuith propert?, T,“. 
Then R has the PAT, property for ail n A 2. 
Proqf. Let P be a projective R-module of rank n. Of course the PAT, 
property is trivial, so we may suppose JZ )J 3, and WC must show that I’ is 
then the direct sum of a free module and an ideal. By Proposition 4.3 R also 
has property TZ1, and so has global dimension 2 by Theorem 4.7. Then 
the dimension of the maximal spectrum is also at most 2, so by Theorem 1 of 
[7] P ‘Y P g? c yn-3 fol- some P of rank 3. It will certainly be sufficient to -; 
prove the theorem for I’, so from now on we may suppose n = 3. 
Since P is projective there is a 0 such that P (3 g = V” for some k, and 
again by Theorem I of [7] e 3~ CJ ‘.!J C’” j for some Q of rank 2. Then 
and rank (I’ 0 0) == 5, which is ccrtainlv greater than the dimension of the 
maximal spectrum of R; hence Bass’s cancellation theorem (Theorem 9.3 
of [2]) applies and 
Xow A2P has rank 3 (Iief. [3], Cl 1~ ) 2, Section 5, no 3) and so, by Theorem 1 L i . 
of [7], contains a unimodular vector; say u is unimodular in A2P. By Proposi- 
tion 6.2 u is a Pliicker wctor in A”P and hence also in AzV’“, and therefore 
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is decomposable in A2V5 since R has property Tz5. By Proposition 4.1 u is 
then also decomposable in A2P; say u = c1 A v2 , with or , z’~ E P. Then v1 
and z’a are relatively prime in P by Proposition 6.1, so P = Rv, @ Rv, (0 T 
for some T, and Rv, @ Rv, is free of rank 2. Of course T is then projective 
of rank I, so T is isomorphic to an ideal. 
The structure of the projective modules of rank 2 remains an open question, 
but otherwise Theorems 3.5, 4.7, and 6.4 provide a complete classification of 
the noetherian Towber domains. In view of Theorem I of [7], this classifica- 
tion can be summarized as follows: the Towber domains are those noetherian 
domains of global dimension -5 2 whose projective modules behave as if the 
maximal spectrum had dimension at most 1. Of course the dimension of the 
maximal spectrum can be greater than 1 (e.g., if K is a field K[m, y] has the 
Towber property and its spectrum has dimension 2) but the projective 
modules act as if it were not. Another example of this is given in the next 
section. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R be a noetherian Towber domain and P a jinitely 
generated projective R-module of rank k. Then P can be generated by k + 1 
elements. 
Proof. As usual there is a Q such that P 0 Q = I/” for some 11, and by 
adding copies of R, if necessary, we can insure that rank Q > 3. By Theorem 
6.4 0 e I @V” for some ideal I, so then 
Towber rings are certainly H-rings (for a discussion of H-rings see [S], 
Section 2) and for any H-ring projective modules with free complements 
are free; hence P 01 is free, and of course rank (P ‘31) = k + 1 so 
P @I = Ys+r. Then P is a homomorphic image of Vk+l and hence gene- 
rated by k + 1 elements. 
In general, if R is a noetherian domain whose maximal spectrum has 
dimension n, and P a finitely generated projective R-module of rank k, then 
P can be generated by n + k elements. For as before there is a Q with 
P $ Q = Vr for some T, and by Theorem 1 of [7] we can write Q = Q 83 I’s, 
with rank Q = n. Then P @ Q @ Vs g I” and rank (P @ Q) > n, so 
Bass’s cancellation theorem applies and P 3 Q is free, and of course free of 
rank n + k; hence P can be generated by n + k elements. (See also [12], 
Theorem 1, or [13], Chap. IV, Corollary (3.8). This result is the best possible 
in the general case, by Theorem 4 of [8].) Thus Theorem 7. I again says that 
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projective modules over a Towber domain act as if the maximal spectrum 
had dimension 1. 
For any submodule W of V” we will use A(W) to denote the subalgebra 
(with identity) of Al;?% generated bp IV, and A”‘(W) for A(W) n ‘1” IjVi’; thus 
A4(W) = x:,” 3 A”(W), ,40(W) em R, and A’( IV) =: IV. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let R be a noethevicm integral domain of gl. dim 2, 
u a Pliicker aectov in A” V”, and P == us’ Then u t RL(P). 
Proof. Since gl. dim R :- 2, P is projective by Proposition 3.1. If R 
is a local ring P is then free, so u E d”(P) by Proposition 3.3. In the general 
case let K be the field of quotients of R and consider AVY7’ to be contained in 
AV7K1z in the usual way. For any maximal ideal s of R WC‘ clearly have 
R,i2”(P) = A”(R,P), and *-2”‘(P) n,r R,dlfP), SO it will be sufficient to 
show that u E A”‘(R,,P) for all s. This follows from the cast just considered, 
since by Proposition 2.15 R,P is the annihilator of I( in lY,r”. 
\I’e give an example to show that the restriction on global dimension in 
the preceding lemma is necessary. Let F be a field of characteristic 2, n an 
integer _ 3, and R =: F[x, y, I,...], the ring of polynomials in 11 variables over 
F. Let 
71 = xe, h e3 - ye1 A e,, + .ze, A e2 E (1” I .a; 
then u is certainly a Plucker vector, and u’ is easily seen to be generated as an 
R-module bv the vectors 
in Va. Hence ui A (/liI-a) is generated by {CX, A e, I i,j 1, 2, 3;; suppose 
21 -yp,,z, A e, c u-’ A (il’vy, 
i.1 
and let a,, be the constant term in the polynomial pi, for each i and,i. Equating 
coefficients of .xe? A e, , ye, A PQ, and nei A eQ in this expression for IL gives 
The first two equations imply that a,, = --- a,, , so the last equation gives 
I = us2 + uzz = 0, which is not the case; thus u $ I& A (A1V3), and so ZL 
is certainlp not in A2(&). Note that R is a noetherian integral domain of 
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gl. dim n, and that n is any integer > 3; hence Lemma 7.2 would be false 
without the restriction on global dimension. 
LERIXA 1.3. For noetherian integral domains property Tza implies T21L fey 
all II ._ 4. 
Proof. Let R be such a domain with property Tz4, n l; 4, and u a Plucker 
vector in fl’rk-‘l; we must show that u is decomposable, Let P = u’; then 
rank P : 2, and of course P is finitely generated since R is noctherian. R has 
gl. dim 2 by Theorem 4.7, so P is also projective, and there is a & such 
that P ‘! : q-:: ITIC for some k. We can appeal once more to Theorem 1 of [7] 
and write 0 = Q @ V” with rank 0 = 2, and then conclude again from the 
cancellation theorem that P @Q == VI. 
Let n : P ~-+ V” be the inclusion map and A 01 : AP --f /‘IV?! the induced 
map. Since gl. dim R < 2 Lemma 7.2 applies, and u E ;22(P) _- Irn(A” CX); 
choose a z? E i12P so that (~2 CY) zi = U. Then C is a Plucker vector in A2E’(since 
rank P := 2 all vectors in A2P are Plucker vectors) and hence also in /lZVA 
by Proposition 6.2. M’e are assuming property Tz4, so zz is then decomposable 
in A2 Jo” , and hence in A2P bv Proposition 4. I. Its image u is then also decom- 
posablc. 
~‘~IEOKERI 7.4. For noetherian rings the Tozvber propert-y is equivalent to TzA. 
E’roqf. Either property implies the global dimension is :< 2, and hence 
that the ring is a finite direct sum of integral domains, so by Theorem 5.4 
it will be sufficient to prove this for integral domains. Of course the Towber 
property implies Tz4 trivially, so we have only to prove the converse. Thus 
let R be a noetherian integral domain with property T21 and ZL a Plucker vector 
in At I-“; we must show that u is decomposable. If k =:=. 2 this follows either 
from Lemma 7.3 or Proposition 4.3, so we may suppose h ‘1: 3. Of course 
u’~ is projective of rank Iz, and we have just observed that R has property 
T2”, so Theorem 6.4 applies and U’ is isomorphic to Vii-i ~1; 1 for some pro- 
jective ideal I. Then u is decomposable by Theorem 3.4. 
It would of course be interesting to know if there is a more e1ement.q 
proof of this seemingly elementary result; for example a proof that would 
apply to all commutative rings. We have not been able to find such a proof. 
Let R bc a noetherian GFD with the Towber property, and P a finitely 
generated projective R-module of rank R. By Theorem 7.1 there is an epi- 
morphism p-It-1 + p, and this map splits since P is projective, so 
VL ’ :x P c; 1 for some I. I is then projective of rank 1, hence isomorphic to 
an invertible ideal, and thus free, since invertible ideals in a UFD are prin- 
cipal. Since Towber rings are H-rings it then follows that P is free also, and 
this, together with our previous results, gives: 
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TIIEOREM 7.5. For a noetherian unique factorization domain R the following 
three conditions are equivalent : 
(1) R is a Tozcber ring. 
(2) R has property Tz4. 
(3) R has gl. dim SC 2 and finitely generated projective R-modules are free. 
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